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Biogas Production For
Domestic Use
Course Introduction
Welcome to this course on biogas production for domestic use. As you well know,
energy plays a significant role in all our lives. We use energy for cooking, lighting,
drying and warming. For a long time, wood fuel has been the main source of energy,
especially in rural African homesteads. However, over reliance on wood fuel has
depleted forests and endangered the environment. In addition, smoke inhalation,
soot and ash have been found to cause ill health among users of wood fuel. The
other alternative source of fuel has been fossil sources such as crude oil, lignite, hard
coal, natural gas. These are fossilized remains of dead plants and animals, which have
been exposed to heat and pressure in the earth's crust over hundreds of millions of
years. For this reason, fossil fuels are non-renewable resources whose reserves are
depleted much faster than new ones are being formed. This has led to a search for
other sources of energy such as wind, solar, and biogas. Of all these sources biogas
has been found to be the most suitable for domestic use. This is because it is a
renewable, simple and cheap to generate.
The aim of this course is to provide you with the knowledge and skills you need to
plan, build and operate a biogas plant for domestic purposes. This course is designed
for dairy farmers, masons, prospective biogas plan operators and other stakeholders
working with this technology. Upon successful completion of this course, you should
be able to convert your domestic or farm waste into biogas and bio-manure.

Course Outcomes
On completion of this course you will be able to:
• Explain the meaning of biogas, its uses and benefits
• Outline the components of a biogas system and how they work
• Determine the size and design of a bio-digester
• Describe the steps to follow during the construction of a bio-digester.

Course Content
This course is divided into the following four main units:
• Unit 1: Introduction to biogas technology
• Unit 2: Biogas production process
• Unit 3: Design of a biogas plant
• Unit 4: Construction of a biogas plant
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Unit One:
Introduction to Biogas
Technology
Introduction
Welcome to the first unit in this course on biogas production. In this unit, we are
going to look at the meaning of biogas and the history of biogas technology. We shall
also discuss the components of a biogas plant as well as its uses and benefits. The
aim of this unit is to give you a foundation on the meaning, origin and components of
biogas technology. Let us start by reviewing the outcomes for this unit.

Unit 1 Outcomes
On completion of this unit you will be able to:
• Explain the meaning of the term ‘biogas’;
• Describe the historical development of biogas technology in Africa
• Describe the components of biogas technology
• Uses and benefits of biogas technology.

1.1 What is Biogas?
Biogas is a mixture of gases produced during the anaerobic digestion of biological or
organic materials. Anaerobic means oxygen free while aerobic means with oxygen..
In a small farm, biogas can be made from the anaerobic decomposition of organic
material such as livestock waste (urine, dung) and waste feeds. Biogas is produced
when bacteria known as methanogen bacteria ferment or breakdown the organic
material in the absence of oxygen. Methanogen bacteria prefer certain conditions
and are sensitive to the microclimate within the digester. Methanogen bacteria
develop slowly and are sensitive to sudden changes in temperature. For example, a
sudden fall in the slurry temperature by even 2oC may significantly affect their growth
and gas production rate.
Biogas consists of methane (40-70%), also known as marsh gas or natural gas (CH4),
30 to 40% carbon dioxide (CO2), and low amounts of other gases such as hydrogen,
nitrogen and hydrogen sulphide. Biogas is about 20% lighter than air and has an
ignition temperature in the range of 650° to 750° C. It is odourless (after burning) and
colourless and it burns with a clear blue flame similar to that of Liquid Petroleum Gas
(LPG) gas. Biogas is a renewable fuel because it is produced from waste treatment.
Biogas is produced inside a plant known as a bio digester.
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What is a bio digester?
This is a covered vessel in which anaerobic digestion of organic or biological matter
occurs. It is commonly known as a biogas plant. Since various chemical and
microbiological reactions take place inside the bio digester, it is also known as a bioreactor or anaerobic reactor. The main function of this plant is to provide anaerobic
conditions for biogas production. A bio digester should be air and water tight. It
comes in different shapes and sizes and can be made of various materials. Figure 1.1
below illustrates a bio digester or biogas plant.

Figure 1.1: A floating drum bio digester

Activity 1.1
Biogas Technology
Which of the following statements is not true about biogas technology
a)
b)
c)
d)

Biogas is made up of mixture of gases
It is produced during aerobic digestion of organic materials
40-70% of biogas is made up of methane
It is a renewable fuel

Compare your answer with that given at the end of this unit.

We hope you now understand what biogas is as well as the functions of a bio
digester. Next let us examine the history of biogas technology.
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1.2 History of Biogas Technology
Biogas technology has been around for a long timed and its use has been
implemented all over the world. According to Harris (2015), anecdotal evidence
indicates that biogas was used for heating bath water in Assyria during the 10th
century BC and in Persia during the 16th century AD. In the 12th Century, Marco
Polo, the famous merchant from Venice reported the use of covered sewage tanks.
In the 18th century, it was determined that flammable gases could evolve from
decaying organic matter, and that there was a direct correlation between the
amount of decaying organic matter and the amount of flammable gas produced.
In Europe in 1808, Sir Humphrey Davy determined that methane was present in the
gases produced during the anaerobic digestion of cattle manure. In 1884, Pasteur
researched on biogas from animal residues and proposed the utilization of horse
litter to produce biogas for street lighting. In 1890, methane was first recognised as
having practical and commercial value in England, where a specially designed septic
reservoir was used to generate gas for the purpose of lighting.
In India, the first digestion plant was built at a leper colony in Bombay, in 1859. In
the 1950s, the development of simple biogas plants for rural households started.
Through strong government backing, a massive increase in the number of biogas
plants took place in the 1970s.
In China, biogas plants were built in the 1940s by prosperous families. In the 1970s
biogas research and technology developed at a fast rate assisted by the Chinese
government. By 2007, China was the biggest biogas producer in the world with
around 18 million farm households using biogas and about 3,500 medium to largescale digester units (DEFRA 2007).

Activity 1.2
Biogas Technology in Kenya
When and how did you first learn about biogas technology in Kenya? Write
your answer in the space provided below.

Before you continue reading, complete the following activity.
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Whatever your answer to this question, you may be interested to know that biogas
technology has been in use in Kenya since mid-1960s. Around this time, the Koru
Coffee Research sub-Centre in western Kenya had an elaborate biogas plant which
supplied the offices and staff houses with energy for lighting and cooking. In the
1980s, the Ministry of Energy conducted a study on energy demand and supply in
Kenya. Thereafter, the Ministry started demonstrating biogas technology all over the
country (Karanja et al., 2003).
That was a brief history of biogas technology in the world and in Kenya. Next, let us
consider the benefits of biogas technology.

1.3 Benefits of Biogas Technology
One of the main attractions of biogas technology is its ability to generate biogas out
of organic waste that is abundant and freely available. The main output of a biogas
plant is the methane gas which is valued for its uses in cooking and lighting, and the
slurry for its soil nutrients or fertilizing properties. It can also be used as fuel for
combustion engines and for absorption fridges. However, fridges are less suitable
for domestic biogas as they require large quantities of gas and/or purified gas which
is maintained at a constant pressure. Also, contrary to popular believe, it is not
feasible to compress biogas into a liquid form and store/transport it in gas cylinders.
Biogas has a number of benefits as follows:
• As an Energy source
• Environmental benefits
• Economic benefits
• Benefits to agriculture
• Benefits to women

1.3.1 Biogas as an Energy Source
As we mentioned earlier, biogas is used as a source of energy for cooking,
lighting, refrigeration and biofuels. Let us look at each in turn.
Cooking:
Cooking with biogas is the most commonly used application and the sturdiest
one. It has a number of advantages over traditional cooking with firewood.
These are:
• It has 5 times higher stove efficiency than traditional firewood stove
• Cooking with biogas saves the time spent gathering firewood
• It does not produce smoke and therefore women and children are not
prone to eye irritations and respiration-problems;
• Unlike firewood stoves, biogas does not soothe the pans and so there is
less work to clean them
• It cooks faster and the flame can be regulated
• Cooking can be done in an up-right position
• Cooking can easily be done inside the house
• It is safe to use and there is less chance of children getting burned as is
the case with open fire, or stoves.
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Lighting
In villages without electricity, lighting is a basic need as well as a status symbol.
The bright light of a biogas lamp is the result of incandescence, that is, the
intense heat-induced brightness of special metals like thorium at temperatures
of 1000-2000°C. If the lamp hangs directly below the roof, it can cause a fire
hazard. It is therefore important that the gas and air in a biogas lamp are
thoroughly mixed before they reach the gas mantle, and that the air space
around the mantle is adequately warm. The mantle of a biogas lamp resembles a
small net bag. A binding thread made of ceramic fibre thread is provided for tying
it onto the ceramic head. When heated at a temperature of more than 1000 o C,
the mantle glows brightly in the visible spectrum while emitting little infrared
radiation. The fabric of the mantle, when flamed for the first time, burns away,
leaving a residue of metal oxide. The mantle shrinks and becomes very fragile
after its first use. In general the mantle does not last long because of insect
damage and high gas pressure. Therefore, regular maintenance and mantle
change is needed. Since thorium is a radioactive material it should be handled
with utmost care.
Refrigeration
Biogas can be used for the absorption type refrigerating machines which operate
on ammonia and water and are equipped with automatic thermo-siphon. Since
biogas is the refrigerator’s only external source of heat, the burner itself has to
be modified. Refrigerators that run on Kerosene flame can be adapted to run on
biogas.
Biogas fuelled engines
Raw biogas from a digester cannot be used in that form to fuel engines. It must
undergo some purification to upgrade it to the level of natural gas. This process
entails removing carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, ammonia, particles, trace
components and water so that the gas has a methane content above 95%. A
number of biogas upgrading technologies, such as, water absorption, chemical
absorption, and Pressure Swing Absorption (PSA) have been developed for the
treatment of biogas. The use of biogas as fuel for vehicles such as buses, taxis
and communal vehicles makes economic sense and has evident environmental
advantages.
Electricity generation
Biogas can be used to generate electricity using a reciprocating engine, steam
turbine, or gas turbine. When a reciprocating engine is used, the biogas must
have condensate and particulates removed. In order to move fuel gas into a gas
turbine combustion chamber, the biogas must be free from visible moisture and
any particulates and it should also be compressed.
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1.3.2 Benefits to the Environment
Biogas production significantly reduces carbon dioxide emission and helps to
preserve natural resources such as forests. Biogas production by anaerobic
digestion also reduces emissions of greenhouse gases from the storage and
utilisation of untreated animal manure as fertilizer. Biogas is a clean source of
energy as it does not produce smoke or soot during combustion. Another
benefit of biogas technology is its ability to improve management of waste by
transforming it into a valuable resource. It also reduces offensive odours which
come from overloaded or improperly managed manure storage facilities. These
odours impair air quality and may be a nuisance to nearby communities. Lastly,
biogas reduces the surface and ground water pollution.

1.3.3 Economic Benefits
Biogas is a cheap source of cooking energy. A two cubic meter biogas plant can
produce the equivalent to 26kg of LPG, or 37 litres of kerosene, or 88kg of
charcoal, or 210kg of firewood per month. Thus, by producing energy from
livestock and farm waste, a farmer saves money that would otherwise have
spent on purchasing electric and gas suppliers. It also helps to create jobs related
to the design, construction and maintenance of biogas technology.

1.3.4 Benefits of Biogas to Agriculture
A Biogas plant does not only produce fuel, it also produces a high quality and
valuable organic soil fertilizer. The fertilizer is rich in nitrogen, phosphorus,
potassium and micronutrients which improve the yield of plant production.
Organic matter plays an important role because of its beneficial effects in
supplying plant nutrients, improving soil aggregation, increasing water holding
capacity of soils, stabilizing its humid content and increasing its water holding
capacity. Compared to Farm Yard Manure (FYM), the digested slurry has slightly
more nutrients, because in FYM, the nutrients are lost due to exposure to heat
from the sun as well as by leaching.

Figure 1.1 Spinach grown with slurry or bio-manure in a rural farm
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Fertility trials carried out in Nepal and elsewhere have revealed that
optimum results can be achieved through the combined application of both
chemical and organic fertilizers. In countries like China where biogas
technology is well developed, for there are evidence that supports the fact
that productivity of agricultural land increases remarkably with the use of
slurry produced from biogas plant.

1.3.5 Biogas and Forests
Comprehensive data is not available to quantify the overall impact of biogas
adoption on forests, however research has shown that:
• The number of animal heads kept by a farming family decreased
after installation of a biogas plant, compared to non-adopters.
• Biogas technology led to the adoption of stall-feeding practices
which reduced the pressure on nearby forest and pasture land by
animals grazing there.
• Biogas replaces 80% to 85% of firewood consumption of a family.
These findings show the positive impact of biogas installation on forests and
pasture lands along with the qualitative improvement in animal husbandry.

1.3.6 Benefits of Biogas to Women
It is worth mentioning that the first design of the biogas plant developed in
1956 in India by Jashu Bhai Patel was named "Greeha Laxmi" (housewife).
This shows its relevance to the well-being of women. In view of the
traditional role that a female member plays in a family, the following are
some of the prominent aspects of biogas that help women in particular:
• Reduction of in-house pollution in general and that of kitchen in
particular. The Biogas flame does not leave black soot on pots.
Cleaning is easy, cleaning time is reduced while the life of the pots is
prolonged
• It reduces the time required for cooking as well as time spent
fetching firewood. The time saved can be used for other useful
purposes.
• It contributes to a healthy environment free from flies and
mosquitoes. Most of the pathogens are destroyed in the process of
anaerobic digestion.
• In remote villages where there is no electricity, biogas lighting
facilitates education and income generating activities.
Generally, it is the housewife who is more involved in operating and
maintaining a biogas plant. This has forced all development workers in the
biogas sector to focus their activities to the female members of a family. In
other words, use of biogas technology has been instrumental in enhancing
the role of women not only in matters of family decisions but also in planning
and implementation of other development activities.
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We hope you are impressed by the many benefits and uses of biogas at the domestic
level. As a way of reflecting on what you have read in this section, complete the
following activity.

Activity 1.3
Benefits of Biogas Technology
Which of the following are potential benefits of biogas technology at the
domestic level? Tick the correct answers.
 Used as an energy source for cooking and lighting
 Causes in-house pollution and destruction of forests
 Converts plant and livestock waste into high quality manure
 Saves money that would have been used to purchase kerosene or
gas for cooking
 Contributes to a healthy environment free of flies and mosquitoes
 It is not women friendly
Compare your answers with those given at the end of this unit.

That brings us to the end of our first unit on introduction to biogas technology. Let
us review what you have learnt.

What have we learnt?
In this unit we have learnt that biogas is a mixture of gases produced when bacteria
known as methanogen bacteria ferment or breakdown biological or organic material
in the absence of oxygen. This process takes place in a covered vessel known as a bio
digester. Next we explored the history of biogas technology and saw that it dates
back to 10th Century BC where it was used to heat bath water in Assyria. Since then it
has spread all over the world with China being the biggest biogas producer in the
world. Lastly, we learnt about the uses and benefits of biogas technology. These
included its use as a source of energy for cooking, lighting, refrigeration and biofuels.
In addition it has benefits to the environment, economy, women, forests and
agriculture.
In the next unit you will learn how a biogas production system works.
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Unit 2:
Biogas Production Process
Introduction
Welcome to the second unit in our module on biogas production. In the last unit we
learnt about the meaning of biogas, the historical background, uses and benefits of
this technology. We saw that domestic biogas plants convert livestock manure, night
soil or other organic material into biogas and fermented manure, known as slurry. In
this unit we shall discuss how biogas is produced. In the first section we shall
consider the process of biogas production. We shall start by looking at the various
components of a biogas system. Then we shall discuss the key inputs that go into
biogas production. Next, we shall consider the aerobic digestion process that
produces biogas, and finally we shall look at the by-product of this process known as
slurry.
Let us start by reviewing the main outcomes of this unit.

Unit 2 Outcomes
On completion of this unit you will be able to:
• Describe the components of a biogas system
• Identify the key inputs that go into a bio-digester
• Explain the stages of anaerobic digestion and the factors that hinder of
facilitate this process
• Describe the different forms of slurry.

2.1: Components of a Biogas System
A biogas production plant normally has five major components. The required
quantity of substrate or feedstock is mixed with water and fed to the digester
through the inlet tank. Once the mixture is digested, gas is produced and collected
in the dome, also known as the gasholder. The digested slurry flows to the outlet
tank through the manhole and eventually ends up in the compost pit where it is
collected and composted. The gas is supplied to the point of application through the
pipeline. Figure 2.2 below illustrates the components of a biogas system.
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Activity 2.2
Components of a Biogas Plant
Draw a line to match each component of a biogas plant with its correct
function.
Component
Inlet Pipe
Digester
Gas holder
Gas pipe
Outlet pipe

Function
Collects the gas produced
Connects to a lamp or gas burner
Facilitates outflow of exhausted slurry
Transports organic waste to the digester
Reservoir in which anaerobic digestion takes
place

Next, let us discuss the inputs that go into a biogas system.

2.2: Inputs for Biogas Production
In principle, any biodegradable organic material can be used as substrate for
processing inside the bio digester. If you purchase or transport the inputs for biogas
production over a large distance, then the economic benefits of biogas production
would be adversely affected. If however, the inputs are easily available within the
homestead, then biogas production has great economic value.

Activity 2.3
Inputs for Biogas Production
What input materials are used for biogas production in your community?
List them in the space provided below.

______________________________________________________________

Compare what you have written with what you read in the following
section.
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In
n domestic settings, the input
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P
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The process of
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oduction can be divided into three maain stages. These
T
are:
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•

Hydrolysis
During hydrolysis, the microorganisms excrete extracellular enzymes which
break down the organic matter into simpler and soluble compounds.

•

Acidogenesis
During this stage, acid-producing bacteria reduce compounds with a low
molecular weight into acetic acid (CH3COOH), hydrogen (H2) and carbon
dioxide (CO2). To produce acetic acid, these bacteria need oxygen and
carbon. For this, they use the oxygen found in the solution. Thereby, the
acid-producing bacteria create an anaerobic (oxygen free) condition, which is
essential for the methane producing microorganisms.

•

Methanogenesis
During this stage, the methanogenic bacteria processes the principle acids
produced in Stage 2 to produce methane. The reaction that takes place in the
process of methane production is called Methanization.

Factors that Facilitate or Hinder Anaerobic Digestion
There are a number of factors that hinder or facilitate anaerobic digestion. These
factors are:
• Carbon/Nitrogen Ratio
• Dilution and Consistency of Inputs
• Volatile Solids
• Temperature
• Loading rate
• pH Value
• Retention time
• Toxicity.
Let us examine each factor in turn and how it affects gas production.
Carbon/Nitrogen Ratio:
The relationship between the amount of carbon and nitrogen present in organic
materials is expressed in terms of the Carbon/Nitrogen (C/N) ratio. Microorganisms
need both nitrogen and carbon for assimilation into their cell structures. A C/N ratio
ranging from 20 to 30 is considered optimum for anaerobic digestion. If the C/N ratio
is very high, the nitrogen will be consumed rapidly by the bacteria or methanogens
and will no longer react on the leftover carbon content of the material. As a result,
gas production will be low.
On the other hand, if the C/N ratio is very low, nitrogen will accumulate in the form
of ammonia (NH4). This will increase the pH value of the content in the digester,
thus producing a toxic effect on the methanogen population. Therefore the C/N ratio
of the substrate used in a biogas plant is important. Cattle, pig and poultry manures
have a good C/N ratio.
Dilution and Consistency of Inputs
Most biogas plants are designed for a total solids content of about 8%. A change of
this ratio affects the proper functioning of the plant. Before feeding the digester, the
excreta, especially fresh cattle dung, should be mixed with water at the ratio of 1:1,
that is, same volume of water for a given volume of dung.
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However, if the dung is in a dry form, one should increase the quantity of water
accordingly in order to arrive at the desired consistency of the substrate. For
example, the ratio could vary from 1:1.25 to even 1:2). You should ensure that the
dilution maintains a total solid content of 7 to 10%. If the dung is too diluted or too
thick, this will lower gas production. This is because in the case of over diluted dung,
the solid particles tend to settle down into the digester. While in the case of thick
dung, the particles impede the flow of gas formed at the lower part of digester.
There is also a higher risk of scum formation at the top of the slurry layer if the
mixture is too thick.
Volatile Solids:
Volatile solids are the part of the total solids contents of the substrate that can be
converted into biogas. Biomass that is completely dried and then heated to about
550o C, will gasify. The weight of the dried biomass minus the weight of the
remaining ash after gasification will be the weight of the volatile solids. The biogas
production potential of different organic materials can also be calculated on the basis
of their volatile solid content.
Temperature:
The methanogens are inactive in extreme high and low temperatures. The
Optimum temperature for these bacteria is 35° C. When the ambient temperature
goes down to 10° C, gas production virtually stops. To increase gas production during
the cold season, one can place a haystack on top of the digester in order to provide
proper insulation. When the ambient temperature is 30°C or less, the average
temperature within the dome remains 4º C above the ambient temperature (Lund,
Andersen, Tony-Smith, 1996). The process of bio-methanation is very sensitive to
changes in temperature. The degree of sensitivity, in turn, is dependent on the
temperature range. Brief fluctuations not exceeding ± 1°C/h do not inhibit the
process of fermentation. The temperature fluctuations between day and night are
not a great problem for plants built underground, since the temperature of the earth
below a depth of one meter is practically constant.
Loading Rate
This refers to the amount of substrate or raw materials fed in the digester per day. If
the plant is overfed, acids will accumulate and methane production will be inhibited.
Similarly, if the plant is underfed, the gas production will be low.
pH
refers to the acidity
or alkalinity of a
solution. A pH of 7
is neutral. A pH
lower than 7 is
acidic while one
higher than 7 is
alkaline.

pH value
The optimum biogas production is achieved when the pH value of input mixture in
the digester is between 6 and 7. The pH in a biogas digester is also a function of the
retention time. In the initial period of fermentation, as large amounts of organic
acids are produced by acid forming bacteria, the pH inside the digester can decrease
to below 5. This can inhibit or even stop the digestion or fermentation process.
Methanogenic bacteria are very sensitive to pH and do not thrive below a value of
6.5. Later, as the digestion process continues, concentration of NH4 increases due to
digestion of nitrogen which can increase the pH value to above 8. When the methane
production level is stabilized, the pH range remains buffered between 7.2 - 8.2
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Retention Time:
Retention time, also known as hydraulic retention Time (HRT) is the average period
that a given quantity of input or substrate remains in the digester to be acted upon
by the methanogens. The theoretical retention time is calculated by dividing the
average slurry holding volume of the digester by the volume of the substrate added
daily. Depending on the vessel geometry and the means of mixing, the effective
retention time may vary widely for the individual substrate constituents. Selection of
a suitable retention time thus depends not only on the process temperature, but also
on the type of substrate used. In general the optimum retention time can vary
between 30 and 100 days. For night soil biogas digesters, the retention time is
extended by 10 days so that the pathogens present in human faeces are largely
destroyed.
Toxicity:
Mineral ions, heavy metals, antibiotics and detergents are some of the toxic
materials that inhibit the normal growth of microbes in the digester. Small quantities
of mineral ions (e.g. sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, ammonium and
sulphur) stimulate the growth of bacteria, while very heavy concentration of these
ions has a toxic effect. For example, the presence of Ammonia (NH4) from 50 to 200
mg/l stimulates the growth of microbes, whereas concentration above 1,500 mg/1
results in toxicity. Similarly, small quantities of heavy metals such as copper, nickel,
chromium, and zinc are essential for the growth of bacteria, while higher
concentration have toxic effects. Detergents including soap, antibiotics and organic
solvents inhibit the activities of methane producing bacteria and should not be added
to the digester. However, small domestic amounts of natural soap used to clean a
toilet, usually do not cause major problems.

Activity 2.4
Input Factors that hinder biogas production
Tick the factors that hinder the process of biogas production
 A carbon/nitrogen ratio ranging from 20 to 30
 Extremely high and low temperatures
 Mixing cow dung with water at a ratio of 1:1
 When pH value in the digester is less than 5
 A total solid content of 8%
 Presence of heavy metals and detergents
Compare your answers with those given at the end of this unit.

2.4: Biogas Slurry
This is what comes out through the outlet chamber after methanogenic bacteria act
upon the substrate inside the digester. After extraction of biogas (energy), the slurry
(also known as effluent) comes out of the digester as a by-product of the anaerobic
digestion system. It is almost pathogen-free stabilized manure that can be used to
maintain soil fertility and enhance crop production. When fully digested, the slurry
from a biogas plant is odourless and does not attract insects or flies.
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Slurry is found in the following different forms inside the digester:
• A light rather solid fraction, mainly fibrous material, which float to the top
forming scum;
• A very liquid and watery fraction which remains in the middle layer of the
digester;
• A viscous fraction below which is the real slurry or sludge; and
• Heavy solids, mainly sand and soils that deposit at the bottom.
When the feed materials or substrate are homogenous, there is less separation in the
slurry. If you want to achieve homogeneous slurry, you should use the appropriate
ratio of urine, water and excrement and mix the slurry intensively before feeding the
digester.
When a biogas plant is underfed the gas production will be low; in this case, the
pressure of the gas might not be sufficient to fully displace the slurry in the outlet
chamber. It is important to design the plant keeping hydrostatic pressure higher at
the inlet tank than the outlet tank. The hydrostatic pressure from slurry in the inlet
and outlet tanks will pressurize the biogas accumulated in the dome. If too much
material is fed into the digester and the volume of gas is consumed, the slurry may
enter the gas pipe and to the appliances.
That brings us to the end of this unit on the biogas production system. We hope you
have found it interesting and useful. Let us now review what we have learnt.

What have we learnt?
In this unit we have learnt that a biogas system has 5 major components, namely: the
inlet pipe, a digester, gas holding system, gas pipe and outlet discharge pipe. We
also considered the inputs that go into a biogas system. We noted that most organic
or biodegradable material can be used as substrate for processing inside a bio
digester. The common inputs at domestic level come from livestock excrements,
human waste, fresh plants and household waste. We discussed the anaerobic
digestion process of a biogas system. We saw that it has three main stages during
which bacteria continuously break down the substrate into smaller units until
methane is produced. These stages are hydrolysis, acidification, and methanization.
Lastly, we looked at slurry which is a by-product of a biogas system. We hope you
still remember that slurry is a useful organic fertiliser.
In the next unit you will learn how to design and construct a bio digester.
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Unit 3:
Design of a Biogas Plant
Introduction
In this unit we are going to learn about the design of bio digesters. In the last unit,
we looked at the entire biogas production system, from its components, inputs and
processes, to its by-product. In this unit we shall start by discussing the different
types of bio digesters and the factors you should consider when choosing one. We
shall also consider the technical aspects of plant design such as how to calculate the
size of the digester. As usual, let us start by reviewing our unit outcomes.

Unit 3 Outcomes
On completion of this unit you should be able to:
• Identify the different types of digesters;
• Describe the factors that one should consider when selecting a biogas plant;
• Calculate the size of a biogas digester and the average substrate.

3.1: Types of Bio digester Designs
In the first unit of this course we described what a bio digester is. Can you remember
what we said? Find out by completing the following activity.

Activity 3.1
Meaning of bio digester
Briefly describe a bio digester in the space provided below.

______________________________________________________________

Well done! Now compare your answer with our description below.
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At
A the beginn
ning of this co
ourse, we deescribed a bio
o digester ass a physical structure
s
th
hat provides anaerobic conditions
c
neeeded for bio
ogas producttion. It comees in
different shap
pes and sizess and can be built with vaarious construction mateerials. The
ollowing are some of thee commonly used bio digester designs for domesttic use:
fo
• Floatiing drum diggester
• Fixed dome digesster
• The plastic
p
bag digester
o design in tu
urn starting with the floaating drum digester.
d
Leet us look at each type of

3.1.1
3
Floating Drum Digeste
er
d
biogas plant was introduced in India in 1956. In this design, the
The floating drum
mber is madee of brick maasonry in cem
ment mortar. A mild steeel drum is
digester cham
p of the digesster to collecct the biogass produced frrom the digeester. Thus,
placed on top
here are two
o separate structures: forr gas production and gas collection as shown in
th
figure 3.1 below.
c
gass pressure, which
w
is
The advantagge of the floaating drum design is the constant
g
w
weight
divideed by its surfface. This me
eans that lam
mps, stoves
equal to the gasholder’s
pliances don’t need any further
f
adjusstments one
es they have been
and other app
orrectly set. Another advvantage is th
hat the level the
t gasholdeer has risen above
a
the
co
digester pit, iss a clear indiication of thee available gas.
dvantage is the high instaallation and maintenance
e costs. Thiss has made
Itts main disad
th
his design ob
bsolete for domestic use.

Figu
ure 3.1: The floating
f
drum
m biogas pla
ant
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3.1.2:
3
T Fixed Dom
The
me Dige
ester or Chineese
Model
M
D
Digeste
er
me biogas plaant was designed and deeveloped in China
C
in 1936
6. Since
The fixed dom
hen the desiggn has been adapted in various
v
coun
ntries in the world.
w
A fixeed dome
th
biogas plant comprises
c
off a closed, do
ome-shaped digester. It has an immo
ovable, rigid
nd a displacement pit, alsso known as compensation tank. Thee gas is
gas-holder an
o the digesteer. The plan
nt is construccted undergrround,
sttored in the upper part of
protecting it from
f
physicaal damage an
nd saving spaace. The und
derground digester is
protected from temperature fluctuatiions which has a positivee influence on the
bacteriologicaal process.
onstructing a fixed domee plant is relaatively low. It
I is also simp
ple as it
The cost of co
p
and hen
nce it has a
does not havee moving parts. There arre also no rusting steel parts
ong life of 20
0 years or mo
ore. The construction of fixed dome plants
p
is labo
or-intensive,
lo
th
hus creating local employyment.
One
O of its disaadvantages is
i that it is no
ot easy to bu
uild. It requires the serviices of
experienced biogas
b
techn
nicians to enssure that thee plant is gass tight and do
oes not
have porosityy or cracks.
er:
There are varrious types of the fixed dome digeste
•

The Chinese
C
fixed
d dome plant: this is the original desiign on which
h all the
otherrs are based.. It consists of
o a cylinder with a round bottom an
nd top and is
widelly used in Ch
hina. See figu
ure 1.5 below
w.

Figure
F
3.2: Ch
hinese fixed dome plant

The
T Deenban
ndhu model: this model was
w developeed in 1984 by the Action for Food
production in
n New Delhi, India. It is made
m
entirelyy of brick masonry work with
w a
pherical shap
ped gas hold
der at the top
p and a conccave bottom.. It proved to
o be 45%
sp
cheaper than the floatingg drum plant of equal sizee. It is the most
m commonly used
ed. Figure 1.5 shows a tyypical
plant in India with over 3 million plantts constructe
design of the Deenbandhu plant.
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Figure 3.3: The Deenbandhu
u plant desig
gn

3.1.3:
3
T Plasstic Bagg Digester
The
The plastic baag digester consists of a trench
t
lined with a plastiic tube. The trench
dth and deptth. This plan
nt is easy
leength has to be considerably greater than the wid
and cheap to construct, especially
e
in areas
a
with a high water table.
t
It’s maain
weakness
w
is itts vulnerability. It is easiily damaged by cattle and
d playing chiildren. Also
th
he UV rays in
n sunlight maake the plasttic gets brittlle. Figure 1.6 gives an illustration of
th
he plastic bag digester

Figure 3.4
4: Plastic bag
g digester
We
W hope you now undersstand the maain plant dessigns which are
a suitable for
f domestic
production off biogas. Beffore you movve on to the next section
n, complete the
t
ollowing actiivity.
fo
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Activity 3.2
Bio-digester Designs
Indicate whether the following statements are True or False.
True

False

The floating drum digester has two separate structures for gas
production and gas collection.
The floating drum digester has low maintenance and
installation costs
A fixed dome biogas plant comprises of a closed, dome-shaped
digester
The underground fixed dome digester is protected from
temperature fluctuations which has a positive influence on the
bacteriological process
In a fixed dome digester the gas is stored in the lower part of
the digester
The Deenbandhu model is 45% cheaper than the floating drum
plant of equal size
The plastic bag digester is not suitable for places with a high
water table

Compare your answers with those given at the end of this unit.

In the next section we shall discuss the factors that you should consider when
selecting a bio digester.

3.2: Factors to Consider When
Selecting a Bio digester
There are various factors that you should consider when deciding on the type of bio
digester to use. Before you continue reading, take a minute to think about them and
then complete the following activity.

Activity 3.3
Factors to consider in selecting a bio digester
What factors would you consider when selecting a bio digester? List at least
2 factors in the space provided below.
1. ________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________
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Well, we hope your list included the following factors:
• Investment
• Utilization of Local Materials
• Durability
• Type of Inputs
• Soil conditions and water table
• Gas consumption pattern of the average household
Let us examine each factor in further detail.

Investment:
An ideal plant should be as low-cost as possible in terms of the initial investment and
the long-term operation and maintenance cost.

Utilization of Local Materials:
A biogas plant should make use of local materials during the construction. This is an
important consideration, particularly in areas where transportation systems are
often expensive. Furthermore, provision of service such as construction and repair
work, can be hampered by the use of exotic materials.

Durability:
Construction of a biogas plant requires a certain degree of specialized skill which may
not be easily available. Therefore, when constructing a biogas plant, you should
consider designs that are durable. This is because a plant with a short lifespan,
though cheap in the short term, may not be reconstructed once its useful life ends.
This is so especially in situations where the adoption of this technology is low and the
necessary skill and materials are not readily available. Furthermore, if an adequate
follow-up to a complaint on the functioning of a plant cannot be guaranteed, it will
be better to opt for a more reliable but usually also more costly design.

Type of Inputs:
The design should be compatible with the type of inputs, popularly known as feeding
materials that are used. If plant materials such as rice straw, maize straw or similar
agricultural wastes are used, then the batch feeding design or discontinuous system
should be used instead of a design for continuous or semi-continuous feeding.

The Soil condition and water table:
Unstable soil conditions, such as black cotton soil, as well as high water tables
require a structure that is able to cope with these conditions. Conical or sphere
shaped floors are recommended in such conditions instead of flat bottoms.

Gas consumption pattern of the household:
If the daily gas use is most commonly ended early in the evening, a relatively larger
gas storage capacity of the plant will be needed to hold the gas that is generated
overnight.
We hope you are now able to make an informed decision when selecting a biogas
digester design. In the next section we shall discuss technical details of plant design.
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3.3: Biogas Plant Size Analysis
The size of a biogas digester depends on the quantity, quality, and kind of available
biomass, digesting temperatures and biogas requirements.
When designing your biogas digester, you should consider the following factors:
• the size of the digester
• daily gas production
• the plant parameters;
• the size of the gas holder
• average daily feedstock
Let us examine each of these factors in further detail.

Size of the Digester
The size of the digester, also known as the digester volume (Vd), is determined by the
daily substrate input quantity (SD) and the chosen retention time (RT), using the
following formula:
Vd = SD x RT [in cubic metres (M3) /day x number of days]
Where:
• Digester volume (Vd) is in cubic metres (m3);
• Daily substrate input quantity in cubic meters (m3) per day or litres per
day (L/day)
• Retention time (RT) is in days
• Biomass or organic material in Kg; and
• Water is in litres (L)
The Retention Time is determined by the chosen biomass and given digestion
temperature. For an unheated biogas plant, the temperature prevailing in the
digester may be assumed to be 1-2o centigrade above the prevailing soil
temperature. However, seasonal variations must be given due considerations.

For a plant of simple design, the retention time should amount to at least 40 days.
However, practical experience shows that the retention time can range from 60 to 80
days or even 100 days when there is a shortage of substrate. On the other hand,
extra-long retention times can increase gas yield by 40%.
The Substrate input depends on how much water has to be added to the substrate in
order to arrive at a solids content of 4-8%. It is calculated using the following
formula:
Substrate input (SD) = Biomass (B) + Water (W) m3 /Day.
In most agricultural biogas plants the mixing ratio for dung (cattle and/or pig) and
water (B:lW) is normally between 1:3 and 2:1. For cow dung the ratio for dung and
water is normally 1:1.
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Determining Daily Gas Production (G)
The amount of biogas generated each day G (m3 gas / day), is calculated on the basis
of the specific gas yield Gy of the substrate and the daily substrate input Sd. The
calculation may be based on the following:
Volatile solids content:
G = Vs x Gy M3 /day = kg xM3 / day kg
Weight of moist mass B
G = B X Gy (moist mass) M3 / day kg x m3 /day kg
Standard gas yield values per Livestock Unit (LSU)
G = Number of LSU x Gy (species) M3 /day = number x m3 = (day number)
As a rule it is advisable to calculate according to several different methods, since the
available basic data are usually very imprecise. A higher degree of sizing certainty can
be achieved by comparing and averaging the results.

Biogas Plant Parameters
The degree of safe sizing certainty can be increased by defining a number of plant
parameters namely:
1. Specific gas production Gp: this is the daily gas generation rate per m3 of
digester volume Vd. It is calculated in m3 / day using the following equation:
GP = G ÷ Vd [(m3 /day) / m3 ]
2. Digester loading (Ld): this is calculated from the daily total solids input TS/day
and the digester volume (Vd) using the following equation:
LD = TS/d ÷ Vd . It is given in kg / day or m3 / day.

Sizing the Gas Holder
The size of the gasholder that is the gasholder volume (Vg) depends on the relative
rates of gas generation and gas consumption. The gasholder must be designed to:
•
•

Cover the peak consumption rate (gcmax), Vg1
Hold the gas produced during the longest zero consumption period (tz max), Vg2
Vg1 = (gcmax)(tcmax) = Vc max
Vg2 = (Gh) (tz max)
Where
Gc max = maximum hourly gas consumption, (m3 / hr)
Tc max = time for maximum consumption, (hrs)
Vc max = maximum gas consumption, (m3)
Gh
= hourly gas production, (m3 / hr)
tz max = maximum zero consumption time, (hr)
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g holder. However,
H
a
The larger Vg––value (Vg1 or Vg2 ) determines the size of the gas
n of 10 – 20 % should be added since practical experience sho
ow that
saafety margin
40 – 60 % of the
t daily gas production has normallyy has to be stored.
s
w regard
The ratio Vd ÷÷Vg (digester volume ÷ ggasholder volume) is a major factor with
o the basic design
d
of a biiogas plant. For
F a typical agricultural biogas plantt, the ratio
to
iss between 3::1 and 10:1, with
w 5:1 to 6:1
6 occurringg most frequently.
Average
A
Dailyy Feedstock
Generally,
G
a 4-cubic
4
meteer biogas plan
nt can take 24
2 to 40 kiloggrams of sub
bstrate
co
ombined witth 24 to 40 liiters of wateer per day witth a hydraulic retention time of 40
days. Table 3..1 below give
es you inform
mation about the four different sizess of biogas
ms.
plants and the average daaily feedstock or substratte in kilogram
Table
T
3.1. Pla
ant size and average
a
dailyy feedstock or
o substrate
Plant Size (m3)

Daily Fee
edstock (kilogram)

Daaily Water (lliters )

4

24 - 40

24 - 40

6

40 - 60

40 -60

8

60 - 80

60 - 80

10

80 - 100

80 - 100
0

Note:
N
Plant siize is the sum
m of digesterr volume and
d gas storagee based on a hydraulic
reetention timee of 40 days..

Take Note
Beefore decidin
ng the size of the plant, it
i is necessarry to collect
du
ung for several days to determine
d
wh
hat is the aveerage daily.

We
W hope you are able to calculate thee size of a bio
ogas digesteer and the average daily
feeedstock. Th
hat brings uss to the end of
o this unit on
o how to de
esign a biogas plant. Let
us now review
w what you have
h
learnt.

What
W
have we
w leaarnt?
In
n this unit wee have learnt about three types of biiogas digesteer designs, naamely the
floating drum
m, fixed domee, and plasticc bag digeste
ers. We also considered their
we examined
d the factorss that you should
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Unit 4:
Construction of a Biogas Plant
Introduction
Welcome to the last unit in our course on biogas production. In the last unit you
learnt about the different designs of biogas plants and the factors to consider when
designing a plant. In this last unit we shall discuss the construction of a biogas plant.
We shall start by looking at the responsibilities of a biogas plant builder. Then we
shall discuss the materials you need for the construction of a biogas plant. Lastly, we
shall consider the steps involved in the construction of a biogas plant. The success or
failure of any biogas plant primarily depends upon the quality of construction work.
In this unit we shall focus on the construction of the fixed dome type of plant. As
usual, let us start by reviewing our unit outcomes.

Unit 4 Outcomes
On completion of this unit you will be able to:
• Explain the responsibilities of a biogas plant builder
• Identify the materials you need for the construction of a biogas plant
• Describe the steps involved in the construction of a biogas plant.

4.1: Responsibilities of a Biogas
Plant Builder
The role of a biogas plant builder is vital in the successful installation of a biodigesters. The following are some of the main responsibilities of a biogas plant
builder:
• Provide necessary information on benefits of bio-digester to the users and
motivate them for bio-digester installation
• Select proper size of bio-digester based upon the availability of feeding
materials
• Ensure that the quality standards of construction materials and appliances
are properly complied with.
• Follow strictly the design and drawing as provided to them during
construction of bio-digesters
• Comply with the construction manuals while installing the bio-digesters
• Provide the users with knowledge and skill on how to operate various
components of bio-digester
• Ensure timely completion of the work
• Report progress and difficulties, if any, to supervisors regularly
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•
•

Work as extension worker and promoter of the technology in their areas of
influences
Provide regular follow-up and after-sales services to the users to ensure
trouble-free functioning of completed plants

As a way of reflecting on what you have just read, complete the following activity.

Activity 4.1
Responsibilities of a Biogas Builder
Which of the following are NOT the responsibilities of a hired biogas plant
builder?
 Providing information on the benefits of a bio-digester
 Providing finances for the construction of a biogas plant
 Selecting the correct size based upon availability of substrate of
feeding stock
 Carefully implement the design and drawings of the bio-digester
 Deciding whether or not to build a bio-digester
 Providing follow-up and after sales service
Compare your answers with those given at the end of this unit.

4.2 Materials for Construction of a
Biogas Plant
The construction of a biogas plant requires a variety of materials. The domestic fixed
dome plant is constructed with a round wall made of stone, a dome with plain
concrete and slabs with reinforced concrete. The inlet can be built with stones or
bricks. It is important to note that the quality of your plant will depend on the
materials you use. If you use materials of poor quality, the plant will be poor even if
the design and workmanship are excellent. Before you read on complete the
following activity.

Activity 4.2
Materials for construction of a biogas plant (Time: 10 mins)
1. What type of materials would you need for the construction of your
biogas plant?

Now compare your list with the materials we discuss in the following
section.
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The following are some of the construction materials used to build a biogas plant:
• Cement,
• Sand
• Gravel
• Water
• Bricks
• Cobblestones.
We shall consider each type of material in detail looking so that you can learn how to
select the best quality.

Cement
The cement used in the plant construction must be of high quality. It must be
fresh, without lumps and stored in a dry place. Bags of cement should never
be stacked directly on the floor or against the walls to protect the cement
from absorbing moisture before use.

Sand
The sand must be clean. Dirty sand has a negative effect on the strength of
the structure. If the sand contains 3% or more impurities by volume, it must
be washed. The quantity of impurities especially mud in the sand can be
determined by a simple test using a bottle and clean water. For the test, the
bottle is half-filled with sand, filled with clean water, and then stirred
vigorously. Allow the bottle to sit still to allow the sand to settle. The
particles of sand will settle first while mud particles will settle last. After 2025 minutes, compare the thickness of the mud layer to the sand inside the
bottle. The percent of mud should be
less than 3% of the overall volume. Coarse and granular sand can be used for
concrete work while fine sand is necessary for plastering work.

Gravel
Gravel size should not be too big or too small. Individual gravel diameter
should not be greater than 25% of the thickness of concrete product where it
is used. As the slabs and the top of the dome are not greater than 7 cm thick,
gravel should not be larger than 2 cm in size. Furthermore, the gravel must
be clean. If it is dirty, it should be washed with clean water.

Water
Water is mainly used for preparing the mortar for masonry, concrete and
plastering work. It is also used to soak bricks/stones before using them.
Water is also used for washing sand and aggregates. You should not use
water from ponds and irrigation canals for these purposes, as it is usually too
dirty. Dirty water has an adverse effect on the strength of the structure;
hence, make sure you use clean water.
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Bricks
Use the best quality bricks available in your locality. To know find out if the
bricks are of good quality, hit two brigs together. If they make a crisp or
clean sound then they are good. Make sure they are well baked and regular
in shape. Before use, soak the bricks in clean water for a few minutes. This
helps to prevent the bricks from soaking moisture from the mortar after
being laid in place.

Cobblestones
If you use cobblestones which are 7.5-3.0 cm (3-12”) in diameter, make sure
that they are clean, solid and of good quality. Cobblestones should be
washed if they are dirty.
In addition to these you will require PVC pipes, galvanised pipes, binding wire, glue,
paint and steel rods among others. Once you gather all your materials together you
are ready for the next step which is the actual construction.

4.3: Construction of a Biogas Plant
The following are the main steps in the construction of a biogas plant:
• Selection of a construction site
• Plant layout
• Excavation
• Construction of the digester chamber
• Dome construction
• Construction of the outlet chamber
• Construction of inlet tank
• Layout of gas pipes
Let us consider each step in further detail starting with selection of the construction
site.

Selection of a Construction Site
When selecting the site of construction, you should keep the following points in
mind. Please note that it will not be possible to meet all the requirements as stated
below, however, you should ensure that as many points as possible are considered:
• The site should facilitate easy construction work
• The selected site should be such that the construction cost is minimized
• The selected site should ensure easy operation and maintenance activities
like feeding of the plant, use of the main gas valve, composting and use of
slurry, checking of gas leakages, draining condensed water from the pipeline,
etc.
• The site should guarantee plant safety
• Select a sunny site to keep the digester near 35 degrees Celsius (95 degrees
Fahrenheit). This helps to maintain the optimal temperature in the digester
for proper function of the digester.
• The area to construct the plant should have an even surface
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The site should be in a slightly higher elevation than the surrounding. This
helps in avoiding water logging. This also ensures free flow of slurry from the
outlet overflow to the composting pit
There should be enough space for compost pit(s) as these are an integral part
of the bio-digester
The site should be at sufficient distance from trees to avoid damage of the
bio-digester from roots.
The plant should be as close as possible to the feedstock supply (toilet,
animal pen, compost pits, etc.) and water source in order to make the plant
operation easier and avoid wastage of raw feedstock
Keep the gas pipe length as short as possible. A longer pipe increases the risk
of gas leaks because of the increased number of joints; the cost of a longer
pipe is also a factor;
The plant should be as close as possible to the point of use to facilitate
proper operation, such as opening and closing the main gas valve before and
after each use
The edge of the foundation of the plant should be at least two meters away
from any other structures to avoid risk of damage during construction
The plant should be at least 10 meters away from groundwater wells or
surface water bodies to protect water from pollution.

Plant Layout
Construction work starts with marking the dimensions of the plant on the ground in
order to start digging. After selecting the plant size and site location and layout, you
should mark on the ground surface with wooden stakes, rocks, chalk or other
materials. Then you should stick a small peg in the ground at the centre of where
digester will be and proceed as follows:
• level the ground and determine the centre line of the digester, outlet tank
and inlet pit (generally called hart-line);
• define the reference level. It is better to assume the levelled ground as the
reference level. The top of the dome (outer) should exactly be at this level;
• select the outer radius of the pit (digester diameter plus wall thickness and a
space for a footing projection of at least 10 cm);
• Attach a cord for the radius of the digester is attached to the peg;
• Mark the circumference by rotating the end of the cord in circular fashion;
• Mark where the inlet tank, inlet pipe(s), outlet-chamber, compost-pits and
gas piping will be placed;

Figure 4.1: Planning the plant layout (Source: RURA, 2012)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insert a stick or wooden peg in the levelled ground at the centre of the
proposed digester pit. With the help of the pole and chord prepared earlier,
make a circle, which indicates the area to dig.
Mark the manhole ensuring that the inner size is 60 cm x 60 cm;
Draw horizontal parallel lines from the points in either side in the tangent,
which will meet the dome
From the central point where the central line meets with the perimeter line,
measure the length of the outlet plus the wall thickness to define the outer
dimension of the outlet;
Check the size diagonally to ensure that the corners are exactly at 90
degrees;
Use coloured powder to mark the dimensions;
Decide on the location of slurry pits while laying out plant digester and
outlet;
After the site layout is marked, the engineer should review the selected
location again to ensure the best site has been chosen and will not interfere
with other activities normally performed at the planned biogas plant.

Excavation
Once you complete the layout work, you can now start digging of the pit. You will
need tools such as the crow-bar, picks, spade, shovel and basket. You should then
continue as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start the excavation work only after deciding the location of the manhole
and outlet tank.
Ensure the digging is done as per the dimensions fixed during layout;
Ensure the cutting in the ground is vertical, however, if the soil is
cohesionless and the angle of repose needs more slope cutting, scaffolding
may be needed.
If the water table is high and digging to the required depth is difficult,
construct a deeper pit near the digester pit;
Drain all water that has accumulated in the digester pit through underground
pipes;
Ensure that you have dug up to the correct dimension and then start levelling
and ramming the base;
the pit bottom must be levelled and the earth must be untouched;
be careful to avoid accidents while digging near the sides as soil may
collapse;
dig the foundation for the manhole (first step of outlet tank) along with the
foundation for the digester as per the dimensions in the drawing during the
layout;
horizontal poles have to be placed in the ground level crossing each other at
90 degree in the centre;
ensure that the poles rest on levelled ground;
for safety, ensure that the pit walls are vertical and stepped from the ground
surface by one meter away from the center of the excavation for each meter
in depth excavated;
place excavated soil at least one meter away from the edge of the dig so that
it does not fall inside the pit during construction;
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•
•

if you can not achieve the design depth because of hard rock or high
groundwater, you may need to modified the design to a smaller plant or
wider digester or combination of both;
one should not construct the biogas plant at or below the groundwater table
elevation. You can compact the earth base using mechanical or manual tools.
Figure 4.2 shows excavation works.

Figure 4.2: Excavation works (Source: RURA, 2012)

Construction of Digester Chamber
Place the foundation of the digester using cobblestones and/or gravel as aggregate,
and then fill with concrete or pain cement as shown in Figure 4.3. The foundation
should be 15 cm thick.

Figure 4.3: Cobblestones and gravel placed on compacted floor (Source: RURA, 2012)
•
•

•
•

place a straight rod or pipe at the centre of the pit (the 0.5" GI gas pipe1) in
an exact vertical position. The vertical pipe will be used during the
construction as a guide to ensure symmetry of the biogas plant.
at ground level, place a rigid pole, pipe or cord horizontally across the
diameter of the pit. Secure the vertical pipe to the horizontal pipe, pole or
cord. After securing, the vertical pipe check to ensure that it is still in the
plumb/vertical position;
attach a string or wire to the vertical pipe.
add one cm length to this length to allow space for plastering. Every stone
that is laid in the round-wall will be exactly F+ 1 cm away from the vertical
pipe. See Figure 4.4 for a picture showing the foundation of a digester with
the centre guide pipe and horizontal cord.
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Figure 4.4:
4 Concretee foundation
n of a digesteer with a cen
ntre guide pip
pe and
h
horizontal
cord (Source: RURA,
R
2012)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

after the foundation has cured for at leastt two days, you
y can startt the
he round wall.
consttruction of th
ensurre that the first two rowss of bricks arre positioned
d side by sidee so that 23
cm (9
9") wide basee is made.
it is essential thatt the first row
w be placed on a firm, un
ntouched and level
dation. Subseequent rowss of bricks should be posiitioned on th
heir lengths
found
so thaat the wall th
hickness is maintained
m
att 23 cm (9") wide;
it is not necessaryy to build sup
pport columns or pillars in the wall however, thee
a pit-side must
m be com
mpacted with
h great care;
backffilling betweeen the wall and
ensurre that backffilling is donee no sooner than
t
12 hours following brick coursee
placeement to allo
ow mortar to
o cure;
ensurre the earth is well comp
pacted by adding water and
a gentle raamming
alongg the circumfference of th
he digester. Poor
P
compacction will lead to cracks
in thee round-wall and dome;
depending on thee quality of the sand, thee cement mortar you use can be 1
c
to 4 parts sand (1:4) up to 1 part cementt-5 parts sand
d (1:5);
part cement
placee the feedsto
ock inlet pipee (and toilet pipe,
p
if installed) in posittion when
the ro
ound-wall is 30-36 cm higgh;
to red
duce the riskk of blockagees, place the inlet pipe(s) as vertical aas practicallyy
possible;
leavee a 60cm wide opening in
n the round-w
wall that servves as a man
nhole just
opposite the main
n feedstock inlet pipe. Th
he digested slurry
s
will flo
ow to the
ning, see Figu
ure 4.5 show
wing the posiition of the
outlet tank througgh this open
hole;
manh
placee additional inlet pipes ass close as posssible to the main feedsttock inlet
pipe with
w a maxim
mum distancce of 45 degrrees from thee inlet-centree-manhole
line;
when
n the round-w
wall has reacched the correct height, plaster the inside with a
smoo
oth layer of cement
c
morttar with mix of
o 1:3 cemen
nt-sand.
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Figu
ure 4.5: View
w of manholee in main dig
gester (Sourcee: RURA, 201
12)

Dome
D
C
Constru
uction
Once
O
you com
mplete the co
onstruction of
o the round
d as we descrribed above, then the
next thing to build is the spherical
s
or dome-shape
d
ed gasholder. The gashold
der is
onstructed with
w plain cement concreete with the help of an eaarthen mould prepared
co
by filling excaavated earth.. The following are the main
m steps to
o follow:
• beforre you fill the pit with eaarth to make the mould for
f the domee, fill the
backsside of the ro
ound wall with properly compacted
c
earth.
e
If this is not
done,, the pressurre of the eartth for the mould can lead to cracks in
n the round
wall;
• on the vertical centre pipe wh
hich is used for
f constructting the roun
nd wall,
m the finisheed floor and fill
f in the finished digesteer up to the
makee a mark from
marked height;
• once the earth filling is complleted, removve the verticaal pipe by pu
ulling it
o be replaced
d by a shorteer 0.5’’ diameter pipe,
upwaards. It has to
appro
oximately 0.5
5 m length, in the earth exactly
e
at the same spot.

Making
M
thee Shape of the dom
me using a template
Use
U a templatte to make the shape of the dome, as shown in Figure
F
4.6. Make
M
sure
th
hat the top of
o the round wall is clean
n when the teemplate is in
n use. Check the
teemplate by making
m
sure that the top is horizontaal and the sid
de is exactly vertical.
v
Furthermore,, the part of the
t templatee that touche
es the round
d-wall must be
b in the
n all over thee round wall.. Any excess sand or soil that falls on the round
saame position
wall
w must be removed.

Figure 4.6 Using
U
a temp
plate to makke the shape of the domee (Source: RU
URA, 2012)
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Once
O
you make the shape
e of the dom
me using a tem
mplate, you should proceeed as
fo
ollows:
• ensurre that the earth of the m
mould is welll compacted. If the earth
h is further
comp
pressed afterr casting the dome, by itss own weight and that off the
concrrete, it can leead to crackss in the dome
e;
• spreaad a thin layeer of fine san
nd on top of the
t mould by gently pattting it on
the su
urface. This is
i done when
n the earth mould
m
has th
he exact shap
pe of the
guidee. The sand laayer preventts the earth from
f
adherin
ng to the casst. Figure
4.7 sh
hows an eartth mould witth a sand layer before plaacing the casst;
• ensurre that the earth used for the mould is damp to prevent
p
dry earth
e
from
soaking up water from freshlyy casted conccrete.

Figuree 4.7 Earth mould
m
with sand layer bef
efore
placing the ca
ast (Source: RURA,
R
2012))
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

beforre you start the
t cast work, make suree that you haave sufficientt labour and
consttruction materials like sand, gravel, cement and water
w
on thee site and
readyy for use;
comp
plete the castting as quickkly as possible and without interruptions as this
can negatively afffect the quallity of the cast;
ensurre there is a constant, ad
dequate supp
ply of concreete (mix: 1 ceement, 3
sand, 3 gravel – 1:3:3)
1
for the mason;
do no
ot use concreete older thaan 30 minute
es;
take special
s
care to
t maintain the thicknesss of the dom
me while castting, i.e. the
thickn
ness near the
e outer edgee should be greater
g
than the thicknesss at the
centeer;
ensurre that for 4 and 6 m3 plaants, the thicckness in thee edge should
d be 15 cm
whereas the thickkness in the centre
c
shoulld be 7 cm;
similaarly, for 8 & 10 m3 plantss, the thickne
ess in the edge should bee 20 cm
whereas the thickkness in the centre
c
shoulld be 7 cm;
ensurre that theree is a continu
uous applicattion of mortaar along the sand mould
as thee bricks are placed;
p
the brick dome sh
hould be placced continuo
ously and usee a mortar mix
m of 1:4
cemeent to sand;
once the bricks fo
or the dome have all been placed, cover the exterior with
nd plaster. FFigure 4.8 be
elow shows the earth mo
ould with
1:3 ceement to san
the saand layer before placing the dome.
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Figuree 4.8 Earth mould
m
with sand layer bef
efore
pla
acing the dom
me (Source: RURA, 2012
2)
•
•
•
•
•

leavee the small piipe on top off the mould in
i place until the main gaas pipe is
installled. This is to make suree that the maain gas pipe is exactly in the
t centre;
during the castingg, protect the concrete against
a
strong sunlight byy covering it
w
burlaap, jute bagss or straw maats. Leave this protection
n in place
with wetted
for att least one week;
w
the day after the casting, makke the turrett. The turret is made with
h bricks, 36
quare and 50
0 cm tall;
cm sq
plasteer the turret with 1:3 con
ncrete. Any delays
d
duringg dome consstruction
can leead to leakagge between main gas pip
pe and domee;
follow
wing completion of the dome
d
(from the
t day afterr the casting onwards),
sprinkkle the struccture with waater 3 to 4 times a day du
uring the curring period
(up to
o one week).. Figure 4.9 shows a com
mpleted dom
me with turreet.

F
Figure
4.9 Co
ompleted dom
me with turret (Source: RURA,
R
2012)
ness of the gasholder
g
is very
v
importaant for the efffective funcctioning of
The gas-tightn
g stored in the gasholde
er escapes th
hrough the minute
m
any bio-digester. If the gas
b able to geet gas at the point of application. Thee whole
pores, the useers will not be
nvestment will
w thereforee be wasted if the gashold
der is not maade perfectlyy gas-tight.
in
After
A
approximately one week,
w
depen
nding on the temperature, remove th
he earth of
th
he mould thrrough the manhole. When all the eaarth is removved, scrub the surface of
th
he gasholderr clean usingg water and aan iron brush
h.
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Make
M
sure yo
ou clean the entire
e
surfacce of the con
ncrete dome before you start
s
plastering on the clean su
urface of the dome interior. The follo
owing 5 layers of plaster
pplied to makke the gasho
older perfectly gas-tight:
have to be ap
•
•
•
•
•

Layerr-1: Plain cem
ment-water flush
f
(1 part cement and 3-5 parts off water),
applieed with the help
h of a bro
oom;
Layerr-2: 10 mm th
hick plasterin
ng with cement sand mo
ortar (1 part of cement
and 3 parts of san
nd) applied with
w a plastering trowel;
Layerr-3: 3-5 mm thick
t
cementt - sand punn
ning (1part of
o cement an
nd 2 parts of
sand)) with a plasttering trowel;
Layerr-4: Plastering with cemeent and acrylic emulsion paint mix (1 part paint
and 10
1 parts cement) 3 mm th
hick applied with a plasteering trowel;
Layerr-5: Painting with thick laayer of cement- acrylic em
mulsion pain
nt (1 part of
paint and two parrts of cemen
nt) applied with
w a painting brush (10 cm
c wide).

While
W
plasterring the surfaace of the do
ome interior you should also
a consider the
fo
ollowing poin
nts:
• a plasster coat must be well seet before app
plying the neext layer;
• allow
w an interval of one day between
b
the third and fourth coat in order to
achieeve good gas--tightness;
• whilee applying the plaster layers, the work must be exxecuted with
h the
greatest care and
d without inteerruption in between;
• each layer must be
b smooth an
nd fine;
• ensurre curing of each
e
layer beefore applyin
ng another laayer;
• the well
w functioniing of the plaant is very much
m
dependent upon thee gas
tightn
ness of the
• domee and hence, the work off plastering each
e
layer haas to be donee very
carefully and as per
p the set qu
uality standaards. Figure 4.10
4 shows people
p
plasteering the diggester and gaasholder.

Figure 4.10
4 Plasterin
ng of the dig
gester and ga
as holder (So
ource: RURA, 2012)
•
•

for prroper insulattion during the cold season and as co
ounter weigh
ht against
the gaas pressure inside,
i
a min
nimum top co
over of 40 cm
m (16”) comp
pacted
earth
h is required on the domee;
if the top cover will
w be prone to erosion due
d to wind and
a rain, you
u should
ular wall, or straw
s
matting.
applyy proper prottection with gravel, circu
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Construction of the Outlet Chamber (Tank)
To construct the outlet tank also known as the displacement chamber, you should
excavate just behind the manhole. You should complete the excavation of outlet
chamber and manhole concurrently with the digester vessel as they share a common
foundation with the digester vessel. It is important to accurately comply with the
dimensions of the tank, as it determines the useful capacity of the gasholder. You
should consider the following points when constructing the tank:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

the depth of excavation should be the inner depth of outlet plus the
thickness of plaster plus the thickness of flooring (D+2+7.5 cm) from the
ground level;
when excavated at this depth, the top level of flooring should be exactly at
the top of the manhole;
the earth in the base of the outlet, behind the manhole, has to be well
compacted, otherwise cracks will appear in the outlet floor later on;
the length and breadth of digging should be the inner dimension plus the
wall thickness plus the plaster layer;
once the excavation is completed, compact the floor and lay broken stones
or brick bats (broken bricks) on the floor;
after properly compacting the stone or brick floor, lay a thick layer of course
cement-sand mortar (1:4);
the finished surface should be levelled and smooth. In this surface, once the
mortar is set, start the construction of the outlet walls;
while fixing the dimensions, allow at least 2 cm for plastering (in each side).
Lay a first layer of mortar (1 cement: 3 sand) and start constructing the wall;
first, place the bricks/stones in the four corners of the tank wall and fix a
rope to guide the brick/stone work by tying it with the bricks/stones in either
side;
the walls should be vertical and finished with a smooth layer of cement
plaster (1 cement: 3 sand);
the outer part of the wall should be compacted well to avoid cracks due to
slurry pressure from inside;
there is no need of plastering the outside of the outlet tank walls;
it is better to orient the outlet in such a manner that the length is parallel to
the hart-line;
always construct the overflow in the longer wall;
the overflow level in the outlet wall should be at least 5 cm higher in
elevation than the natural ground level. This is done to avoid the surface runoff from the surrounding areas to enter into the outlet, especially in the rainy
season;
support the outside of the walls with sufficient compacted earth up to the
overflow level in order to avoid cracks.

Construction of Inlet Tank
Usually the inlet tank is constructed after completion of the outlet tank. However, it
can be constructed simultaneously. If the feeding material is cattle dung, then an
inlet tank is necessary. This tank is constructed to mix dung and water and make the
required paste with solid content about 8-10% in the mix.
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Iff you are goin
ng to use pigg manure as your substraate, then a co
ollection chaannel and
maturation
m
ch
hamber musst be constru
ucted. The following are some
s
of the facts that
need to be co
onsidered wh
hile construccting an inlett tank to feed
d cattle dungg into the
digester:
• the fo
oundation off the inlet pitt should be placed
p
in well rammed, h
hard and
levelled surface;
• in thee rammed su
urface, a recttangular porttion of the in
nlet tank hass to be
consttructed;
• the height of the base should be decided in such a maanner that th
he floor of
t
is at leaast 15 cm abo
ove the outle
et overflow level. Figuree 4.11 below
inlet tank
show
ws constructio
on of an inlet tank.

Fiigure 4.11 Co
onstruction of
o an inlet ta
ank (Source: RURA,
R
2012))
•
•
•
•
•

once the base is constructed,
c
the circular portion of th
he inlet tankk has to be
a water will
w be mixed;;
consttructed wherre the dung and
prior to the comm
mencement of
o the constrruction of the round wall for the
b
to housee the mixing device if a
inlet, you should make provisions in the base
ng device is to be installed;
mixin
to fix the mixing device
d
in possition, a pivo
ot should be placed at thee centre of
f
of the in
nlet tank is made.
m
the base of inlet, before the floor
in thee finished surface, you sh
hould make a circular maark with the help
h of a
threaad or cord of 30 cm radius to decide the
t inner circcumference of the tank.
the ro
ound wall of the inlet tan
nk should no
ow be constructed with the brick
placeed in circular fashion follo
owing the maark already made.
m
See FFigure 4.12
below
w.

Figure 4.12:
4
Inlet ta
ank during m
masonry consstruction (Sou
urce: RURA, 2012)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

when
n the height of
o circular pit reaches to 45 cm, an irron bracket should
s
be
fixed to tighten th
he mixing deevice, if it is to be installed;
the mixing
m
devicee should be firmly attache
ed to the strructure, so th
hat it can be
easy to
t operate, effective
e
in the mixing prrocess and ru
ust-proof;
the stteel parts in contact with
h the slurry need
n
to be gaalvanized pro
operly;
the height of the inlet from th
he ground levvel includingg the base sh
hould be at
n 100 cm;
least 90 cm or not more than
once the round wall
w is constru
ucted, enouggh time shou
uld be alloweed to set the
mortaar properly;
even if a mixing device
d
is not installed, thee inlet pit should be roun
nd in shape
h
mixing and facilitattes a more ecconomical use of
as thiis easier for hand
material
both the inside an
nd outside of the tank sh
hould be plasstered with cement
c
nd);
mortaar (1 part of cement to 3 parts of san
the bottom of the
e tank must be
b at least 15 cm above the overflow
w level in
the outlet wall;
the position of the inlet pipe in
i the floor must
m be such
h that a pole or rod
d be entered through it without
w
obstrructions if an
ny de-blockin
ng is
could
needeed;
if the inlet pipe is not position
ned properlyy, the inlet walls have to be
h it. Figure 4.13
4 shows a complete
dismaantled to insert a rod or pole through
inlet tank
t
with a mixing
m
device.

Figuree 4.13: Comp
plete inlet pip
ipe with a miixing device (Source:
(
RUR
RA, 2012)

Layout
L
of Gas Pipes
The gas pipe carries
c
gas frrom the bioggas plant to the
t point of use. It is vulnerable to
p
domeestic animalss and rodentts. Therefore
e during its construction
c
damages by people,
onsider the following
f
poiints:
you should co
• use light quality PVC
P pipe onlyy and where possible it should
s
be buried 30 cm
w ground levvel;
below
• seal the
t fittings in
n the pipelinee with zinc putty,
p
Teflon tape or jute and paint;
• do no
ot use any otther sealing agent,
a
like grrease, paint only, soap ettc.;
• avoid
d the use of fittings,
f
espeecially unionss, in order to
o reduce the risk of
leakage;
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•
•
•
•
•

do no
ot place fittin
ngs between the main gaas valve and the dome gaas pipe;
ensurre the inside diameter off the pipe is between
b
6 and 1 cm;
the pipe size is deetermined byy the size of the digester, (amount off gas
uced) and am
mount of gass required in the house.
produ
Installl a water draain or trap in
n the pipelinee. The position of the waater drain
shoulld be vertical below the lowest
l
point of the pipeline so that water
w
can
flow by
b gravity to
o the trap;
ensurre the drain is easily acceessible and protected
p
in a well-mainttained drain
pit sin
nce water will be removeed periodically by openin
ng the drain. Figure
4.14 shows
s
the laayout of gas pipes.
p

Figure 4..14: Layout of
o condensatte drain valvee in gas line

Connecting
C
g gas burn
ners and other
o
appliances to gas pipeline
When
W
conneccting burnerss and other appliances
a
to
o the gas pip
peline you should take
note of the fo
ollowing:
• do no
ot connect bu
urners to gass pipelines with
w transparrent polyethyylene hose;
• use only
o the best quality neop
prene, rubbe
er hose. Othe
er biogas app
pliances
shoulld be mounteed and connected to thee galvanized iron pipe;
• inspeect all the join
nts and taps for leakage by applying a thick soap solution
and observing
o
forr foam moveement.
Figure 4.15 beelow shows a picture of an installed biogas plantt.

Figure 4.15:: Installed bio
ogas plant
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You have now come to the end of this section on construction of a biogas plant. To
help you remember what you have learnt, complete the following activity.

Activity 4.3
Construction of a biogas site
1. Tick the factors that you would consider when selecting the site for
constructing your biogas plant.
 Site that guarantees plant safety
 Site with an uneven surface
 Site that provides easy operation and maintenance of biogas plant
 A site with temperatures below 35o C
 A site with enough space for compost pits
 A site near trees
 A site in a slightly higher elevation than the surrounding
2. Arrange the steps of biogas plant construction in column A in the
correct order in column B
COLUMN A
COLUMN B
Excavation
Plant layout
Construction of inlet tank
Construction of the digester
chamber
Dome construction
Construction of the outlet
chamber
Selection of the site
Laying of gas pipes
Compare your answers with those given at the end of this unit.

That brings us to the end of this unit. Let us now review what you have learnt.

What have we learnt?
In this unit we have discussed the responsibilities of a biogas constructor and the
materials you need for the construction of a biogas plant. We also looked at the
construction of the various components of a biogas plant, from excavation to the
construction of the digester chamber, dome, inlet tank and outlet chamber, among
others.
Congratulations! You have now come to the end of this course on biogas production
for domestic use. We hope that you are now well equipped to supervise the
construction of your plant and produce biogas for domestic use. Appendix 1 gives
you quotations for the construction of different sizes of fixed dome digesters to help
you choose the one that fits your budget. Good luck!
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Answe
A
ers to Learn
ning Acctivitiees
Activity
A
1.1: Statement B is not true about
a
biogass technologyy. Biogas is produced
p
during anaero
obic (without oxygen) diggestion of orrganic matter.
Activity
A
1.3: Benefits
B
of Biogas
B
Techn
nology
Which
W
of the following are potential benefits
b
of biogas techno
ology at the domestic
d
leevel? Tick thee correct ansswers.
 It is an important energy sourrce for cooking and lightiing
 Causees in-house pollution
p
and
d destruction
n of forests
 Conveerts plant an
nd livestock waste
w
into hiigh quality manure
m
 Savess money thatt would havee been used to purchase kerosene orr gas for
cookiing
 Contrributes to a healthy
h
envirronment free
e of flies and
d mosquitoess
 It is not
n women-friendly
Activity
A
2.1: Components
C
s of a Biogas Plant
Draw
D
a line to
o match each
h component of a biogass plant with its correct function .
Component

Fun
nction

Inlet Pipe

Collects the gass produced

Digester

Con
nnects to a laamp or gas burner
b

Gas holder

Faccilitates outflow of exhau
usted slurry

Gas pipe

Transports orgaanic waste to
o the digesteer

Outlet pipe

Resservoir in wh
hich anaerobic digestion takes
t
placce

Activity
A
2.2: Input Factorrs that hinde
er biogas pro
oduction
Tick the facto
ors that hindeer the process of biogas production
 A carbon/nitrogen ratio ranging from 20 to
t 30
 Extremely high an
nd low temperatures
 Mixin
ng cow dung with water at
a a ratio of 1:1
 When
n pH value in
n the digesteer is less than
n5
 A totaal solid conteent of 8%
 Preseence of heavyy metals and
d detergents
Activity
A
3.1: Bio
B digester Designs
• The floating drum digester
d
has two separate structures for gas prod
duction and
gas collection. [True]
• The floating drum digester
d
has low mainten
nance and installation co
osts [False]
• A fixed dome biogaas plant comprises of a cllosed, dome--shaped digeester [True]
• The underground fiixed dome digester is pro
otected from
m temperature
fluctuations which has a positivve influence on the bacteeriological prrocess.
[True]
• In a fixeed dome diggester the gas is stored in
n the lower part
p of the digester
[False]
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•

The Deenbandhu model is 45% cheaper than the floating drum plant of equal
size [True]
The plastic bag digester is not suitable for places with a high water table
[False]

•

Activity 4.1: Responsibilities of a Biogas Constructor
Which of the following are NOT the responsibility of a biogas contractor?
 Providing information on benefits of a bio-digester
 Providing finances for the construction of a biogas plant
 Selecting the correct size based upon availability of substrate of feeding stock
 Carefully implement the design and drawings of the bio-digester
 Deciding whether or not to build a bio-digester
 Provide follow-up and after sales service
Compare your answers with those given at the end of this unit.

Activity 4.2: Materials for construction of a biogas plant (Time: 10 mins)
1. What type of materials would you need for the construction of your biogas plant?
• Cement,
• Sand
• Gravel
• Water
• Bricks
• Cobblestones.
Activity 4.3: Selection of a construction site.
1. Tick the factors that you would consider when selecting the site for the
construction of a biogas plant.








Site that guarantees plant safety
Site with an uneven surface
Site that provides easy operation and maintenance of biogas plant
A site with temperatures below 35o C
A site with enough space for compost pits
A site near trees
A site with a slightly higher elevation than the surroundings

2. Arrange the steps of biogas plant construction listed in Column A in the correct
order in Column B
COLUMN A
Excavation
Plant layout
Construction of inlet tank
Construction of the digester chamber
Dome construction
Construction of the outlet chamber
Selection of the site
Laying of gas pipes

COLUMN B
Selection of the site
Plant layout
Excavation
Construction of the digester chamber
Dome construction
Construction of the outlet chamber
Construction of inlet tank
Laying of gas pipes
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APPENDIX 1: QUOATIONS FOR DIFFERENT SIZES OF FIXED DOME
DIGESTERS IN KENYA AS AT JANUARY, 2015. (Obtained courtesy of
Kenya National Domestic Biogas Programme (KENDBIP)
ITEM

Approx.
cost
(Ksh)

Size
No. of
cows
Cement
50kg bags
River
sand in
tonnes
Gravel/
Ballast in
tonnes
Quarry
stones 6’’
x 9’’
Bricks pcs
Round
bars
3/8’’(Y8)
Round
bars
1/4’’(R6)
PVC pipe
4’’
PVC
elbow 4’’
45
degrees
Dome
pipe
Binding
wire in
kgs
Water
proof
additive
Plumbing
/ piping
fee
Technical
fee( Ksh)
Total cost
(Ksh)

Quantity per given size and approximate cost of materials
4m3

6m3

8m3

10m3

12m3

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9-12

700

12(8,400)

15(10,500)

18(12,600)

22(15,400)

25(17,500)

1200

3 (3,600)

5 (6,000)

6 (7,200)

7 (8,400)

7(8,400)

700

1(700)

2(1,400)

3(2,100)

4(2,800)

4(2800)

30

200(600)

250 (7,500)

250 (7,500)

300 (9000)

420
(12600)

10

150(1,500)

200(2,000)

300(3,000)

350(3,500)

400(4,000)

480

4(1,600)

4(1,600)

4(1,600)

4(1,600)

4(1,600)

180

1(180)

1(180)

1(180)

1(180)

1(180)

780

1(780)

1(780)

1(780)

1(780)

1(780)

250

1(250)

1(250)

1(250)

1(250)

1(250)

2500

1(2,500)

1(2,500)

1(2,500)

1(2,500)

1(2,500)

150

1(150)

1(150)

1(150)

1(150)

1(150)

300

3(900)

5(1,500)

5(1,500)

7(2100)

10(3000 )

5000

5000

5000

5000

5000

25000

25000

25000

25000

25000

51,160/=

64360/=

69360/=

76660/=

83760/=

NB: The farmer should be able to select the size of the proposed digester depending
on the number of his cows.
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